
Warm-up:

Using recursion, write the method

public static calculateSum(int[] 
numbers) 



public static int calculateSum(int[] numbers) {
return calculateSumHelper(numbers, 0);

}

public static int calculateSumHelper(int[] 
numbers, int start) {

if (start == numbers.length){
return 0;

}
return numbers[start] + 

calculateSumHelper(numbers, start+1);

}



Last week:   Recursion

-writing a big problem in terms of a 
small problem
-base cases



This week:   Inheritance and 
polymorphism

-Inheritance
-Interface
-Polymorphism
-Overloading vs Overriding



The point in these examples will be to 
be able to share structure between 
classes.

Generally, there are 2 types of 
relationships classes can have in Java:

“Has-a relationships”
“Is-a relationships”



Is-a relationships vs. Has-a 
relationships

So far, we have been working mainly 
with “has-a” relationships. For 
example:
-A HockeyTeam has two Goalies, 6 
Defenseman, and 12 Fowards
-a CSTeacher has a BadJokeGenerator 



Sometimes, in Java, we will want a 
class relationship to represent a “Is-
A” relationship.

For example:
-Rangers is-a HockeyTeam

or 

-Comp202Teacher is a CSTeacher



Motivating Example:

Suppose I have a class Apartment

An Apartment is defined as follows



public class House {
Kitchen k;
Bedroom[] bedrooms;
Closet[] closets;
Room[] otherRooms;

}



I have been using the class Apartment 
in many programs, but now I realize 
that I want to extend the class House 
to create a class Mansion.

A Mansion “is-a” House, so it will 
have all the same things, but more



public class Mansion {
//first part is same as before
Kitchen k;
Bedroom[] bedrooms;
Closet[] closets;
Room[] otherRooms;

Servant[] servants;
Amphitheatre theatre;
Gymnasium gym;
GolfCourse[] golfCourse;
SwimmingPool[] pools;

}



This approach is viable, but isn't ideal 
because the two classes House and 
Mansion will operate independently 
of each other.

This is bad for a few reasons



1)Code reuse: We have to write the 
same code again
2)Bug finding: If we find a bug in 
one, we now have to remember to fix 
it in the other as well
3)There is no way to link the two 
classes. For example, I can't create an 
array that stores both House and 
Mansion



Sometimes, it is possible to completely 
eliminate one class and “merge” the two. 
We could do this by giving all the fields 
of Mansion to House as well and them 
making them null.

However, this is a bit clumsy. We just 
made this class more difficult to maintain. 
Plus, what if we want to make other 
classes like Shack, Cottage, 
HauntedHouse, or TVCharacter. We don't 
want to affect our House class so much.



public class HauntedHouse {
//first part is same as before
Kitchen k;
Bedroom[] bedrooms;
Closet[] closets;
Room[] otherRooms;

Ghost g;
Skeletons[] bones;
Rats[] creepy;
Cobwebs[] cobWebs;
Dust[] dust; 

}



public class House {
Kitchen k;
Bedroom[] bedrooms;
Closet[] closets;
Room[] otherRooms;
Servant[] servants;
Amphitheatre theatre;
Gymnasium gym;
GolfCourse[] golfCourse;
SwimmingPool[] pools;
Ghost g;
Skeletons[] bones;
Rats[] creepy;
Cobwebs[] cobWebs;
Dust[] dust; 

}



Solution: Inheritance!



public class Mansion extends House {
Servant[] servants;
Amphitheatre theatre;
Gymnasium gym;
GolfCourse[] golfCourse;
SwimmingPool[] pools;

}

All fields and methods that were a part of 
the class House are automatically now a 
part of the Mansion class



Mansion m = new Mansion();

m now has all the attributes of a House 
and a Mansion!

One major benefit we get right off the bat 
is we don't have to write any of the 
methods or attributes already defined in 
House again.



private vs protected

So far, we have talked mainly about the 
difference between private and public

Remember that when you omit a modifier 
before an attribute or behavior in a class, 
it is actually something called “package 
private”

There is actually a 4th description called 
protected



private vs protected

Normally, a private attribute/behavior can 
only be access from inside the same class.

This is true even if you have an inherited 
class.

So if I tried to access the field bedrooms 
inside of the Mansion class, I would not 
be able to because it is private.



protected will make it so that the 
attribute/behavior is invisible to all 
classes except those that are either:

a)part of the same package
b)inherited from the class



public class House {
protected Kitchen k;
protected Bedroom[] bedrooms;
protected Closet[] closets;
protected Room[] otherRooms;

}



Java coolness:

Because a Mansion is a House, you can 
actually store a Mansion into a House 
variable!

For example:
House h;
Mansion m = new Mansion();
h = m;
ArrayList<House> h2 = new ArrayList<House>();
h2.add(m);



Overloading a method:

In general in a class, you can overload a 
method. This means that you define a 
method with the same name, but a 
different # of input arguments or different 
types. For example:

System.out.println can take as input a 

int, double, boolean, String, etc



Overriding a method:

Overriding a method is when you have a 
subclass---for example a class that 
inherits from another class---that defines a 
method with the exact same arguments 
that does the behavior differently.



For example, suppose the House class has 
a method talk()

public void talk() {
System.out.println(“I'm a house you 

dummy. I don't know how to talk!”);
}



For a HauntedHouse, however, we want 
the talk() method to perform a different 
behavior.

public void talk() {
System.out.println(“BOOOO!!”);

}



House h = new House();
HauntedHouse hh = new HauntedHouse();

h.talk(); //prints the talk from House
hh.talk(); //prints the talk from Haunted

House h2 = hh;

h2.talk() ; //what do you think it prints?



Remarkably, it will print

“BOOOOO”

Java knows that even though you are using 
a variable of type House, that in reality the 
object there is a HauntedHouse



Exception: You can't call 
attributes/behaviors that are only present in 
a HauntedHouse.

For example, if we defined inside 
HauntedHouse the behavior creak()

We could not say

h2.creak();



Useful resource:

http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/~cs368-
1/JavaTutorial/NOTES/Inheritance-
intro.html


